INDOTA CM13 CHARGING CART
The Indota CM13 36 Bay Trolley is a safe and secure mobile
trolley that offers storage and charging for Laptops, Chromebooks or tablets such as iPads.

Each bay has its own dedicated power socket and with Indota's
SMART charging system you can efficiently charge your
devices, prolonging the battery life. Also with SMART comes
the ability to choose when your devices charge on the
programmable timer so if you have cheaper energy at night you can set it to charge then. Throughout, the trolley haas built in Ventilation to ensure your devices are kept cool.
Many schools throughout Australia now use iPads and Tablets in the classroom, all these devices
need to be kept secure and charged each night after use. An iPad/Tablet charging cart can be a
great solution to this issue by keeping them
charged, mobile, secure and accessible.
You may wish to synchronise your iPads with
the latest software, apps or create backups.
This can be achieved by the ‘Plus’ cart, such as
the CM13 Plus which can fit 36 devices at once,
ensuring that your devices are charged,
synchronised and ready for the day ahead.

36 Individual Bays with
Cable management

SMART Charging System

The Indota CM13 is available in two different variations: Indota CM13 and Indota CM13 Plus.
Indota CM13—36 Devices—Charge Only
The Indota CM13 is a ‘Charge Only’ that will
accommodate most makes and models of devices
including laptops, Chromebooks and iPads.
Devices are charged using their own AC adapters that
are housed in the rear of the cart, the adapter wires
lead into the front of the cart where the devices are
kept. The Indota Cart includes an efficient cable
management system that eliminates the “octopus”
effect. Individual slots for power adapters with wide
space between outlets to accommodate most plug
adapters will keep cables clean and organized.
Optional slide-out shelves make placing and pulling
devices easy, comfortable and safe. Eliminating the
need to reach in, or pull devices out, the slide-out
shelves also reduce potential damage.

Indota CM13 Plus—36 Devices—Syncing Version
The Indota CM13 Plus version is a ‘Charge and Sync’ cart, made possible thanks to the smart
SyncBox in the rear of the unit ready for you to plug in your own USB cables for your chosen
devices, giving you ultimate flexibility with what to use. With no programming required, the Indota
CM13 Cart ensures safe and efficient charging for all devices saving time and money.
The Indota CM13 Plus will charge any ‘USB Chargeable’ device. It will not accommodate devices
needing an AC adapter.

INDOTA CM13 CHARGING TROLLEY

Dimension

107(H) x 57(W) x 54(D) - without handles
107(H) x 74(W) x 54(D) - with handles

Device Capacity

36 Bays

Charging Device

Ipad, Chromebook and laptop

Frame Material

Robust metal frame for strength, security & durability

Divider Material

Plastic including cable management

Wheels

4” with lockable brake

Power Supply

Power Socket or USB HUB

Charge/Sync

Sync on Plus Model only

External Power Outlet

Standard

Cable Management

Standard

Shelves

Fixed Standard or Sliding Optional

Internal Shelf Dimension

31(D) x 23.5(H)

Cooling Fan

Standard

Smart Power Management

Standard with indicator for timer set, overload protection and short circuit
protection.

Colour

White and Black

